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Piecewise-stationary motion modeling and iterative smoothing
to track heterogeneous particle motions in dense environments
Philippe Roudot, Liya Ding, Khuloud Jaqaman, Charles Kervrann, Gaudenz Danuser
Abstract— One of the major challenges in multiple particle
tracking is the capture of extremely heterogeneous movements of
objects in crowded scenes. The presence of numerous assignment
candidates in the expected range of particle motion makes the
tracking ambiguous and induces false positives. Lowering the
ambiguity by reducing the search range, on the other hand, is not
an option, as this would increase the rate of false negatives. We
propose here a piecewise-stationary motion model (PMM) for the
particle transport along an iterative smoother that exploits
recursive tracking in multiple rounds in forward and backward
temporal directions. By fusing past and future information, our
method, termed PMMS, can recover fast transitions from freely or
confined diffusive to directed motions with linear time complexity.
To avoid false positives we complemented recursive tracking with
a robust inline estimator of the search radius for assignment (a.k.a.
gating), where past and future information are exploited using
only two frames at each optimization step. We demonstrate the
improvement of our technique on simulated data – especially the
impact of density, variation in frame to frame displacements, and
motion switching probability. We evaluated our technique on the
2D particle tracking challenge dataset published by Chenouard et
al in 2014. Using high SNR to focus on motion modeling challenges,
we show superior performance at high particle density. On
biological applications, our algorithm allows us to quantify the
extremely small percentage of motor-driven movements of
fluorescent particles along microtubules in a dense field of
unbound, diffusing particles. We also show with virus imaging that
our algorithm can cope with a strong reduction in recording frame
rate while keeping the same performance relative to methods
relying on fast sampling.
Index Terms— Multiple particle tracking (MPT), Cell biology,
Interacting multiple model, Kalman smoothing, Adaptive gating.

I. INTRODUCTION
tracking of fluorescent objects, from labeled molecules,
Image
to organelles, and entire cells is an essential task in the

analysis of cellular functions. Inspired by automatic tracking
algorithms proposed for applications in aerospatial or street
surveillance [1], the tracking of particles in molecular
bioimaging has been a focus of many studies [2]. 1
A good number of challenges faced by the quantification of
intracellular dynamics have been tackled by automatic
methods. Assignment in a group of detected particles in close
proximity is handled by combinatorial optimization in a fixed
time window ranging from frame-to-frame association [3]–[5]
to considering groups of frames [6]–[10] and batch algorithms
that employ more complex graph pruning techniques [11], [12].
Intracellular transport modeling has been carried out using
Bayesian filtering [13], [3], [14], [15]. Transient
disappearances, object misdetection and particle merging have
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Fig. 1 Challenges in tracking particles undergoing rapid motion type switches.
A) After a phase of confined diffusion, the particle displays a fast directed
motion before returning to a confined diffusion state. B) An IMM based
algorithm cannot not retrieve the directed motion segment; only the Brownian
segments are correctly tracked. Small red circles, particle detections. Yellow
arrows, true association between detections. Purple arrows, true associations in
a secondary trajectory. Red and Green segments, Directed and Brownian
motion regime, respectively. Blue and Green circles, search radii estimated at
each time point for the Directed and Brownian motion regimes, respectively. C)
The u-track algorithm recovers part of the directed motion segment thanks to its
Kalman filter initialization routine.

been recovered by either considering link cost minimization on
a group of frames for optimization [6], [7], [8] or using a postprocessing step applied on tracklets [3]. Particle detection and
linking is an efficient framework to estimate trajectories when
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is sufficient, lower SNR
acquisition can be handled using pixel-based probabilistic
approaches such as particle filters [15], [14], JPDA methods
[17], [5], [18], modeling of perceivability [7], target cardinality
[19] or iterative and alternative object detection and tracking
[4].
A remaining important challenge in the field is motion
heterogeneity in crowded scenes as it arises, for example, with
the jerky motion of vesicles and viruses switching between
cytoplasmic diffusion and motor-mediated, fast displacements
[20]. A non-exhaustive list of such behavior includes axon
neurofilament transport by fast motors in an asynchronous
fashion [21], virus migration that intermittently exploits
endosomal directed transport to reach the nucleus (e.g. HIV
[22]), or intermediate filament protein transport along the
cytoskeleton as described in [23]. Recent works have focused
on the characterization of such trajectories [24]–[27], but none
of them discuss the estimation of the trajectory themselves,
making the implicit assumptions that the acquisition frequency
is high enough to make tracking non-challenging. However,
phototoxicity and photobleaching drastically limit the
frequency of excitation during live cell imaging. In a dense
context, dynamical switches are particularly challenging to
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Fig. 2 Challenges in tracking particles with heterogeneous motion in dense
condition. A) The particle moves fast and then switches to confined Brownian
motion. B) An IMM-based algorithm produces a correct track, switching to a
Brownian motion scheme (yellow arrow). C) The u-track algorithm produces a
false positive (purple arrow) due to the strong persistence of its directed
prediction approach.

detect because they are sudden, unpredictable and also rare in
most scenarios. Figures 1 and 2 show two typical cases of those
tracking challenges in live cell images. Figure 1A gives an
example of a sudden switch from confined diffusion to directed
motion. Figure 1B illustrates that an Interacting Multiple Model
(IMM) estimator, a state-of-the-art method to model motion
heterogeneity (described in Section II.A), cannot predict such a
rapid transitions. An obvious solution is to enlarge the search
radius, but this is at the cost of increasing the probability of false
positives in dense conditions. Figure 1C shows that the u-track
method [3] manages to recover a part of the directed motion.
This behavior is due to its speed initialization strategy that
exploits a tracking pass in the reverse direction (see Section
II.A). Figure 2A highlights another challenging scenario where
a particle transitions from directed to confined motion in dense
particle conditions. IMM allows the correct detection of the
Brownian transition (Figure 2B). On the same example, the utrack method produces a false positive due to the strong
persistence of its motion predictor (see Section II.A) combined
with the spontaneous initiation of a particle trajectory in the
immediate neighborhood (Figure 2C). Thus, both IMM and utrack methods suffer limitations in different scenarios.
In this paper, we first review related motion modeling
approaches with a focus on their strengths and weaknesses in
tracking heterogeneous motions in dense particle fields (Section
II). Based on the conclusions from this analysis, we designed a
method that combines the flexibility of the IMM-based
approach and the robustness of the u-track motion prediction in
a novel statistical framework for tracking (Section III). We first
describe a piecewise-stationary motion model (PMM) along
with an appropriate filtering method. Then, to tackle the
unpredictability of switches between types of motion, a
piecewise-stationary motion model smoother is considered
(PMMS). It exploits recursive tracking in multiple rounds in
forward and backward temporal directions to detect stationary
motion regimes and smoothen each of the regimes
independently. This allows us to predict and recover
spontaneous transitions from freely or confined diffusive to
directed motion. We also exploit recursive tracking in a

temporally and spatially local adaptive estimation of the search
radius for assignment (a.k.a. gating). Our approach requires
only two frames to associate the set of predictions to the set of
measurements while taking into account the information lying
in the entire sequence. The algorithm is implemented for 2D
data on top of the existing u-track platform and keeps the
computational complexity of a deterministic method (10%
overhead with respect to u-track). Our new motion model and
estimator will part of the next release of the u-track platform at
http://www.utsouthwestern.edu/labs/danuser/software/.
We
show on simulated data that the PMMS algorithm improves the
performances of competing heterogeneous motion estimators in
different scenarios (Section IV). On the 2D particle tracking
challenge datasets presented in [28], a blind execution on the
final dataset after parameterization on training datasets shows
superior performance of our approach on scenarios with dense
particles and competitive results overall. In order to separate as
best as possible the problem of motion modeling and object
detection, those comparisons have been performed on the high
SNR datasets of the challenge. On the vimentin particle
experiment illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, we can measure
biologically meaningful shifts in the dynamics of very few
particles that remained undetectable by other tracking
approaches (Section V.A). We also demonstrate that our new
method shows better robustness with respect to frame-rate
reduction than other multiple model based methods (Section
V.B).
II. RELATED WORKS
Several reviews on multi-particle tracking (MPT) have been
published. Technical descriptions of tracking algorithms have
been presented in [2], [29]. Later in [30], a classification and
comparison of biological particle and cell tracking software has
been introduced. In this section, we review the computational
strategies that have been put in place to track heterogeneous
motion. For methods on particle modeling and detection the
reader is referred to [31]–[34]. Similarly, the combinatorial
optimization approaches used to estimate the optimal pairing
between a set of predictions and a set of measurements is not
discussed in detail in this Section. Advances in this domain,
such as multi-frame trackers [7], [8], simulated annealing
techniques [11] or batch approaches [12], allow consideration
of past and future time points in a fixed temporal window to
provide better temporal consistency. However, these algorithms
are independent of the motion modeling approaches that assign
a cost to each possible track. In practice, the cost associated to
each track relies on the standard IMM filtering that uses the past
information only [5], [7], [8], [28]. As a result, tracks presenting
unpredictable changes of motions type will be assigned a high
cost and not selected by the optimization framework. A recent
review indicates that the improvements conferred by multiframe tracking are more impactful under conditions with
numerous detection false positives than with motion model
complexity [9].
In this section we focus on methods that have been used to
model diffusion, directed and heterogeneous transport. We also
review strategies to estimate the spatial gating parameter (or
search radius), a crucial aspect when dealing with crowded
scenes and unpredictable motion transitions.
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A. Motion modeling
The most common techniques proposed in the literature to
estimate the dynamical parameters of intracellular objects relate
to the Kalman filter and its generalization to multiple motion
modeling. In this section, we briefly review the Kalman filter to
introduce notation and then detail the approximation made in
the derivation of the less commonly described multiple motion
modeling algorithm. We conclude this section with a brief
overview of other motion modeling approaches.
A.1 Kalman filtering
Assuming linear relations in the state space of a particle
between consecutive time points and normal-distributed
measurement and model noise, it is established that Kalman
filtering [35] provides the optimal state estimation. In single
particle tracking [36], [37] the vector state of a particle x at
time t is often modeled by its position and speed or an
equivalent description:

take into account the
heterogeneity of motion that can be observed in intracellular
transport. Moreover, a single constant speed model is not
reactive enough to deal with unpredictable changes in the
observed motion of a particle [13]. To handle multiple motion
types, tracking methods in the radar literature [39], [40], [1] use
multiple Kalman Filters with different transition matrices:

where
and
is the
unknown sequence of model indices assumed to follow a
homogeneous Markov process, and
is the transition
matrix associated to the dynamical model
. The same
indexed notation applies for the other Kalman filtering
variables introduced above. Accordingly, each possible
sequence for
should be considered to filter the state
parameter optimally as:

as follows:

where the transition matrix F defines the motion type modeled
by the filter, usually expressed as:

for Brownian and directed motion, respectively. We used these
two transition matrices throughout this work, unless indicated
otherwise. The matrix H is an observation matrix projecting
from the state space to the measurement space. The variables
represent the model noise and the measurement
and
noise, respectively. Both variables are assumed to represent
. In the
white noise with covariance matrices
and
framework of Bayesian sequential estimation, the filtering
can be computed recursively
distribution
as derived in [38]. The prediction step yields:

and
denote, respectively, the predicted state
where
vector and covariance matrix at time
. The filtered
predictions are used to assign each track with the best matching
measurement at
. The assignment is followed by an update
is available:
step when a new measurement

according to the marginalization rule and factorization. The
parameter space describing
is exponentially increasing with
time. This model “history” [1] would thus require an
exponentially growing number of Kalman filters to estimate the
a posteriori distribution of each mode sequence. A common
approximation is to consider the possible modes at time
[1]:

where denotes proportionality and approximation. The first
term is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution:

where
and
denote, respectively, the mode
conditional mean and the covariance. A Gaussian mixture thus
yields the expectation and covariance of the overall posterior at
time step
:

To compute these moments, the conditional state probability
follows the Bayesian filtering rule as:
where
is the adaptive Kalman gain applied to the
and I denotes the identity
measured innovation
matrix.
A.2 Filtering of multiple motion models
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Different implementations of multiple motion models
correspond to different choice or modeling of
in order to provide recursive solutions to the estimation of
and
in the Kalman filtering framework. The mode
probability
, can be derived recursively as:

where

In [3], [13], the authors have introduced different approaches
to model motion heterogeneity in bioimaging. The IMM filter
borrowed from the radar literature was first applied by [13]. It
is well characterized and by now widespread in MPT [7], [11],
[19], [30]. The dynamic filtering approaches used in the u-track
method [3] has not been described as formally yet. In what
follows we interpret it
of order 1. After introduction of the framework, we compare the
implementation of the u-track algorithm with the more
conventional IMM approach.
First-order Generalized Pseudo Bayesian filter (GBP1)
The GBP1 has primarily been described by [41] and is reviewed
in [1], [42]. In this modeling approach, the mode at time
is assumed to be independent from the state at time t, hence:

Taking together (2.19) with (2.16) and (2.13), GPB1 performs
a recursion between
and
. By
identifying (2.16) to the analytical development of a Kalman
filter, the mode conditional probability is estimated using the
following Kalman filtering equations:

maneuvering (Brownian model or constant acceleration model).
In bioimaging, it was exploited for the first time in [13] to track
multiple particles. To model smooth transitions, the conditional
probability
is further linked to the previous
mode according to the marginalization rule:

where the approximation (2.14) also applies at time t.
Accordingly, given
, the conditional state probability
at time t is as follows:

and
with the “mixing” of estimates:

The equation (2.16) can thus again be interpreted as a prediction
followed by a sensor update in a Kalman filter. As a result, for
each mode
, an estimation cycle is defined as:

The “mixing'' of the input variable at the beginning of the cycle
is controlled by the estimated transition probabilities:

The probability
is computed recursively
following (2.17). By design, an IMM estimator always balances
the contributions of all Kalman Filters. Implicitly, this yields
smoothness in the transition between motion models.
The u-track algorithm [3] reused this principle. In order to
handle switches between independent regimes of diffuse and
directed motion, a notable difference is the non-mixing of
mode-specific conditional estimates, using:

Using this approximation, the u-track algorithm can operate N
prediction steps with only one set of Kalman filter variables.

Implementations of multiple modeling algorithms
The differences between the algorithms proposed in [13] and
[3] reside in theory and implementation. A combination of three
aspects must be taken into account to understand the differences
highlighted in Figures 1 and 2. The first aspect is the state
initialization. To initialize speed, u-track performs three rounds
of tracking in forward and backward directions by reversing the
temporal order of the image sequence. A second aspect of utrack is the transition matrix used to model the Brownian state:

Interacting multiple model filter
In the IMM approach [39], a recursive estimation of the model
transition probability is exploited to increase the amount of
information available from the model “history'' while
maintaining N competing Kalman filters. This method has been
primarily designed for the detection of smooth transitions in
aircraft dynamics between cruising (directed displacement) and

This model results in a complete transmission of the speed
vector
in the filtered estimation of the state
parameter by the Brownian Kalman filter as far as the estimated
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gain is low. A third aspect is that u-track maintains a single state
estimate, following the GPB1 principle. As a result, if a particle
stays in a Brownian state and follows this model, a low
innovation will be measured and the temporal filter will leave
the speed estimate unfiltered.
The consequence of this implementation is that the speed
component of the estimates can converge to a single vector
during the three rounds of tracking, provided that
the directed regimes captured by the forward and backward runs
are similar in direction and speed and even if multiple motion
type switches occur between directed and Brownian
displacement. This increases robustness in the detection of
directed displacements intercepting Brownian walks. For
example, Figure 1C illustrates the ability of the u-track
algorithm to predict and capture part of the directed regime; this
is due to the conservation of the directed speed estimate during
forward and backward tracking. On the same data, a more
classical IMM is only able to recover the Brownian segments.
Figure 2 highlights the limitations arising with this approach.
The inertia of the GPB1 filter and the unique speed estimation
result in false positives in dense and heterogeneous conditions.
In our new tracking method, we will combine the two
approaches to benefit from IMM’s flexibility and the efficient
convergence properties of u-track.
A.3 Other related approaches
Particle filtering approaches have also been proposed in MPT
[43]. The exponential complexity due to the simultaneous
tracking of several objects combined with the tendency of the
particle filter to coalesce on a single mode can be problematic
if the object number of particles is large [14]. To circumvent
this issue, mixture of particles [14] and independent particle
filters [15], have been proposed. Nevertheless, as particle filter
based methods present a high computational cost and the
objects (spots) look very similar [15], these probabilistic
approaches are often applied in sparse and noisy scenario [14],
[15]. One example of motion heterogeneity modeling can be
found in [44] where particle filtering is used to estimate ``stopand-go'' dynamics of growing axons.
In [45], the authors proposed a greedy approach to
quantifying directed axonal transport without Bayesian
Given a set of tracks at time t each possible trajectory
is built ( is set to six in the experiment). The
up to time
“cost” of each possible track is then computed based on speed,
intensity and track length as a weighting cue. Contrary to filterbased methods, this estimator exploits past and future
measurements in its cost estimate and thus could potentially
handle unpredictable switching with an ad hoc piecewise cost
function. However, this approach is computationally
prohibitive when applied to the whole sequence. To alleviate
this problem, the authors proposed to reduce the temporal
window, which in turn reduced the number of sample used to
estimate the motion parameter at each time point.
Finally, a large collection of other methods model motion as
stationary Brownian using a global covariance parameter to
model diffusive behavior (see [4], [6], [11], [46], [47]).
A.4 Discussion
The flexibility and simplicity of multiple motion model filtering
in the Kalman framework offers the best trade-off between

heterogeneous motion modeling and computational cost. This
theoretical argument has been confirmed in practical
applications of the algorithm in the ISBI 2012 MPT challenge
[28]. However, filtering techniques only make use of the motion
history of the particles. Accordingly, those methods cannot
predict sudden changes of direction. In the method described in
this paper, we propose a piecewise-stationary motion model to
take into account instantaneous dynamical change. To be able
to forecast these rapid changes in motion regime while keeping
a computationally efficient per-track basis, we exploit past and
future measurements in the sequence with a stochastic
smoothing approach.
B. Spatial gating
The spatial gating parameter is useful to lower computational
cost, and required to handle track initiation and termination. In
a crowded scene, heterogeneous behavior calls for an adaptive
search radius estimation framework to avoid false positive links
caused by misdetections of track terminations. Most methods
rely on a global covariance parameter either set manually by the
user [4], [6], [15], trained offline by simulations [12], or
estimated globally using the average estimation errors across all
tracks [11]. In [13], [3], the authors proposed a per-track
adaptive approach by using the covariance of the innovation
and the covariance matrix of the prediction error in the
measurement space. In [3], the covariance matrix is estimated
using:

The search radius is then based on its projection on the
observable space, using a p-value applied to the normal
distribution described by the innovation covariance matrix and
the current state estimate [13], or an equivalent heuristic [3]:

As we show in the following experiments, we can improve
these techniques by proposing a search radius estimator that
adapts to fast switching between different dynamical regimes.
III. OUR METHOD
Rapid changes in type of transport or motion model parameters
combined with a high particle density can severely hinder the
reconstruction of complete trajectories. Our strategies to
overcome those issues are twofold: stochastic smoothing and
piecewise-stationary motion modeling.
Because a stochastic filter only accounts for the past,
numerous motion variations, such as a switch from Brownian
to rapid directed movement or fast to slow motion, cannot be
predicted. This frequently leads to early track termination as
illustrated by Figure 1. On the other hand, such a transition may
be much more predictable in the reverse temporal order. In
order to fuse both perspectives, we propose a stochastic
smoothing approach to multiple motion modeling in the form
of a two-filter smoother. We also exploit our smoother to adjust
the search radius using a frame-by-frame iterative approach. As
a result each particle displacement is predicted by considering
past and future measurements without the need for a time
window larger than two time points.
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An additional problem for particle tracking in live cell
imaging originates in the uncorrelated nature of different
motion regimes within one trajectory. Oftentimes, the switches
from motor-mediated motion to local jiggling or Brownian
diffusion and back are triggered by biochemical reactions that
occur suddenly at the time scale of image sampling. IMM as
much as GBP1 methods have been primarily designed to detect
maneuver of aircraft with transitions over multiple time points
[40]. In the IMM algorithm this “soft switching” [1] is modeled
by “mixing” [40] the Kalman filter estimates of the different
modes in order to recondition the overall posterior (see
equations 2.25 and 2.27). This is incompatible with fast
switches. Here, we replace the smooth transition model with a
piecewise-stationary motion model : Each motion regime in the
sequence of measurement is smoothed independently using a
piecewise-stationary motion model smoother that performs
three tracking rounds in forward - reverse – forward order (see
Figure 3). Transitions between regimes are detected on-the-fly
and handled by adaptive reinitialization of Kalman filtering
variables.
We implemented the PMMS algorithm on top of the u-track
platform for three reasons: i) the modular design of u-track
supports implementation of multiple strategies for dynamic
filtering; ii) u-track provides an optimized linear programming
solution for pairwise association of prediction and
measurement; this makes tracking suitable in scenarios in
which the particle density is too high for computationally
efficient comparison of multiple hypothetical tracks over
multiple frames; iii) contrary to multi-frame MHT approaches,
the gap closing step is separated from the frame-to-frame
linking. Instead interrupted track segments are connected in a
second optimization step, which implicitly takes into account
past and future information while keeping low computational
cost. Hence, we could restrict the implementation of the PMMS
to the frame-to-frame linking step and make use of the existing
gap closing approach. The approach does not add any userdefined control parameters to the original u-track method. As
with the original platform, the frame-to-frame linking step
requires the definition of allowable motion models (Brownian
and directed motion models are implemented already, but more
can be added), the parameter from equation (2.30), an initial
guess of the search radius
in the first iteration of tracking
and an optional lower and upper bound for the automatic
adaptation of the search radius. The gap closing step requires a
definition of the maximum gap time and the minimum length
for tracks to be considered for gap closing, in addition to the
above-mentioned parameters for the search radius definition.
Following we first introduce the PMM and its consequence
on the derivation of the piecewise-stationary motion model
filter (Sections III.A and III.B). We then introduce our twofilter iterative smoother in Section III.C and describe our online estimation of the search radius in each track in Section
III.D.
A. Motion modeling
Unpredictable switches in a Markov chain break the assumption
of white Gaussian process noise in the Kalman filter. This
problem has been first tackled by Kitagawa [48], who proposed

Fig. 3 Our iterative smoothing approach on an example. Red links represent
directed prediction selection, green link represent Brownian prediction and
yellow represent predictions that coincide with the previous tracking round.
A small displacement is easily retrieved during the first tracking round, it serves
as a track initialization for the following track rounds.

a new estimator that explicitly estimates a non-Gaussian
posterior distribution in a Bayesian framework that preceded
the particle filtering approaches. Those approaches require
computationally costly parameterization of the non-Gaussian
distribution. In the PMM, we describe each of the stationary
motion regimes with the following state predictor and
measurement models:

using the same notation as in Section II.A. Here,
with
represent successive stationary regimes with time
points
marking the beginnings and ends of the
regimes.
B. Piecewise-stationary motion model filtering
Using our model, equation (2.13) is no longer an
approximation. Instead we write:

where
is the start time of the current motion regime. The
conditional state probability then derives from a classic
multiple model filter as well, i.e.,

Using the same Gaussian assumption described in Section II,
this equation is equivalent to a Kalman filter prediction and
update. However, an important difference is that each Kalman
filter associated to a motion regime iterates on its own without
variable mixing between regimes. This mechanism has been
dubbed as ‘static multiple modeling’ in [1], yet without the
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piecewise-stationary framework proposed here. We reproduce
below the associated filtering cycle:

for

. The mode probability also derives from (2.17):

with the conditional probability of the new measurement
defined similarly as in Section II.A. In the filtering approach,
we detect changes in the transport mode on-the-fly by testing if
the new measurement contradicts the stationarity assumption.
if:
Hence, we have

Finally, this same assumption of stationarity yields

with denoting the most likely motion mode. Upon detection
of a new motion regime, all Kalman filters are re-initialized
using the estimate yielded by the last filtering cycle. Because
the estimation relates to the previous motion regime, this
initialization is clearly suboptimal, especially in the case of
large and sudden apparent changes in the dynamics of the
particle. The smoothing approach described in the following
section addresses this issue.
C. Two-filter piecewise-stationary motion smoothing
To improve the detection of switching from one motion regime
to another, the concept of smoothing comes as a natural way of
exploiting past and future measurements to maximize the
amount of information at hand. In conventional MPT methods,
the rationale for filtering is not to obtain the best estimates
associated to each measurement in a known trajectory. The
objective is to provide the optimization scheme with the most
accurate prediction to select the optimal link among multiple
candidates. Accordingly, widespread correcting smoothers
such as the Rauch-Tung-Striebel framework [49] are not
suitable as they only use a backward pass to refine the estimates
carried out for each measurement in a first forward filtering
pass. We thus propose the application of an approach
introduced in the 1960s by Fraser and Potter [50], referred to as
a two-filter smoother. The smoother fuses two independent
Kalman filtering processes carried out in forward and backward
temporal order. In the Bayesian framework, it follows as:

A non-trivial probabilistic derivation has been proposed in [51],
[52], demonstrating that the estimates of the variable describing
are given by:

where the indices f and b indicate forward and reverse piecewise
filtering, respectively. Contrary to a correcting smoother, this
provides us with two independent predictions for each time
point.
In order to build the transition time set , the mode
stationarity is tested for each time point using the same
condition as in (3.7). In this section, we denote the resulting
transition time set with
. Additionally, we test if both
forward and reverse filters converge on the same mode using:

Each time point that does not fulfill this condition is considered
a boundary between two independent motion regimes,
constituting the set
. In a MPT context, the optimal
measurement at each time point must also be selected. The
solution is straightforward when both filters select the same
sequence of measurement such as

where
is the set of particle detections in time point t+1. If
this condition is not fulfilled, we propose to select the new
measurement with the highest likelihood. Additionally, we
define the time point
as a boundary of a motion regime
collected in the time set . Indeed even though two consecutive
modes can be the same, the selection of two different
measurements justifies the definition of two independent
motion regimes. When no measurement is selected by either
one of the two filters, we set its state covariance matrix to
infinity. In parallel to the estimation of the transition time set
each regime must be smoothed
independently. In the following we propose an iterative
framework to carry out both estimations.
In our implementation of the PMMS, we arbitrarily choose
to start with forward filtering. This first step allows the
construction of
along the first filtering process. A backward
filter will test each newly estimated time point building
and
. For each time point
, the backward filter must be
reinitialized using
to reflect the shift in motion. To
complete the smoothing of each regime, the forward filtering
must be carried out again considering the entire set of transition
times in . More formally, let us define the tracking round
as the reverse to a preceding forward tracking round k,
with
referring to the first forward round. With
denoting the most likely motion mode at tracking round k, we
define
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Here, the state and covariance
are computed using the
piecewise-stationary motion model filter described in Section
III.A with:

In this smoothing framework, changes in the motion mode and
conflict in the measurement selection are detected online at
each Kalman filtering prediction step. Every time a change in
the motion type is detected the filters are re-initialized using

Each independent Kalman filter is thus properly initialized with
a value trained on a measurement sequence associated with the
corresponding regime, i.e.,

An important advantage of the PMMS is its reliance on a costeffective two-frame-based optimization scheme that accounts
for the information contained in the entire time sequence.
Naturally, this approach is compatible with a multi-frame MHT
approach.
D. Online Iterative gating parameter estimation
We exploit the iterative aspect of our algorithm to robustly
estimate the spatial component of the covariance matrix of the
prediction error for each motion regime. Based on this estimate,
we propose an adaptive estimation of the search radius to handle
unpredictable changes.
First, we save memory by adapting the classic online
variance estimator to our problem. At each time step, the
parameter triplet
is updated for the most
probable mode:

where
is the count of prediction errors,
is the associated mean and
is the sum of squares
of differences from the mean. The covariance matrix is thus
estimated as

and the search radius follows then from (2.30). This method can
only converge towards a single covariance estimation for the
whole track, which is insufficient with heterogeneous motion.
Most notably, the transition from directed to Brownian motion

Fig. 4 Overview of tracking algorithm at round k+1. For the sake of clarity,
covariance matrix and Kalman filter variable updates are not indicated.

can trigger a substantial overestimation of the search radius.
Our algorithm thus reinitializes the covariance depending on
the motion regime transition. In the first iteration of filtering, a
parameter set
dedicated to Brownian motion is
maintained for each track. When a motion type switch from
directed to Brownian displacement is detected (condition (3.7))
the triplet
is reset to
.
Similarly to Section III.C, we then exploit the iterative
properties of our algorithm to refine the initialization of each
regime. If the time-point t is part of
we use the noise
estimation variable from the previous tracking round:

We thus obtain a prediction error estimate adapted to each
motion regime in a track. Figure 4 shows a simplified overview
of our algorithm. The flowchart highlights the piecewise
filtering process and iterative tracking.
IV. RESULTS ON SIMULATED DATA
In this section, we focus the analysis of the performances of the
PMMS on simulated data. We first demonstrate the
performance of our algorithm with respect to our targeted
problem, i.e. the tracking of vesicles with high density and
motion heterogeneity. We show that it behaves advantageously
over other tracking approaches. We then also show that our
algorithm can outperform other approaches in more
homogeneous scenarios. Finally, we test the performance of
our approach on the MPT datasets proposed in [28].
A. Heterogeneity and density of particles
In order to evaluate the motion modeling performance, our
simulation framework tests only for the accuracy of the
estimated trajectories and not the particle detection. The
simulated motion is controlled by two parameters: motion
heterogeneity and particle density. Heterogeneity is modeled by
the probability of having a motion type switch between
confined Brownian and directed motion at a given time point.
With a simulated acquisition frame-rate of 1 frame/ , every
simulated track starts with confined Brownian motion with a
2D diffusion coefficient uniformly distributed from 0.025 to
/ (0.01 to 16 pixels2/frame) and a confinement area
6.25
/ (0.25 to 4
with the same distribution from 0.0625 to 3
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Fig. 6 Error in the estimation of the covariance matrix of the innovation as a
function of the motion switching probability. Simulated data is used. Vesicle
density is set to 3 spots/ m . Our method is compared with the estimation of
the covariance matrix of the innovation on the whole track up to time t (u-track)
and an online and iterative though non adaptive variance estimation (u-track
SR+).

Fig. 5 A) Range of simulated particle density. B) Example of simulated tracks
with a particle density of 1 spots/ m (red (resp. yellow) segment: better
likelihood with the current (resp. previous inverted) filtering round). C)
Percentage of correct links as a function of density and motion type switching
probability. Our method outperforms u-track by 15% in the most difficult case.
D) True positive and false positive ratio on the same simulation with a density
of 3 spots/ m comparing our method with u-track, u-track with an online
process noise estimator and an IMM algorithm with forward-backward
initialization.

pixels2/frame). The directed segment speed follows a uniform
random distribution bounded by 0.5
/ (10 pixels/frame) in
a 10
by 10
image (200×200 pixels). The direction is
chosen randomly for each directed segment and stays constant
with an additional Brownian component simulated as described
above. The track length follows the same normal probability
distribution with mean 50 s and a standard deviation of 20 s for
every simulation and each sequence is 500 frames long. To test
the effect of density, we tune the number of particles from 1 to
(a 20x20 pixel square). Figure 5A illustrates the
6 spots/
. Figure
rendering of particles with a density of 1 to 5 spots/
5B displays simulated particle motion in a field with 1
density.
spots/
We compared the PMMS with the original u-track algorithm,
the same algorithm augmented with a recursive gating
parameter estimation (u-track SR+) allowing for a better search
radius estimation on short tracks and an IMM algorithm similar
to the work in [13]. For a fair test, we implemented the IMM
algorithm in the u-track framework with combinatorial
optimization [53] and a forward-backward tracking scheme for
Kalman filter initialization. Figure 5C presents the impact of
both density and heterogeneity on the tracking performances of
the original u-track and the new method. The percentage of
correct and wrong links is computed relative to the number of
simulated links. Clearly, the new approach is superior in every

aspect. The comparison reveals a stronger impact of motion
heterogeneity on performance difference with an increase of
10% to 25% in correct linking count when the chance to
undergo a change in motion regime at each time point is set to
one. Performances also increase with density, with a measured
improvement from 2 to 25% in the highest density scenario.
Figure 5D provides a more complete overview of the
performances with respect to motion heterogeneity, using a
. This data shows the different
fixed density of 3 spots/
performances of the GPB1 algorithm and the IMM as well as
the added value of the PMMS. Our approach more than doubles
the performance gain provided by our implementation of IMM
with respect to u-track when motion heterogeneity is high. The
superiority of our method increases with motion switch
probability. Given the very similar performance of u-track and
u-track SR+ (less than 0.5 difference in performances), we omit
the results from this method in the following for the sake of
clarity.
(a 20x20 pixel
Using a simulated density of 3 spots/
square) and an heterogeneity of 0.5 in a 10
by 10
image
(200×200 pixels) over 500 frames, the linking and gap closing
part of the original u-track algorithm takes 194 s on a standard
workstation using a single 3.5 GHz processor with 32Gb of
RAM. The computational overhead of our PMMS is only 10%
more in the worst case compared to u-track and is similar to our
implementation of IMM.
B. Gating parameter
We assessed independently the performance of our adaptive
gating parameter estimator using the same simulations in Figure
5D. Figure 6 indicates that the error in the estimation of the
simulated model noise is reduced when using our adaptive
approach instead of a conventional variance estimate (see
Section II.B). To compare the performances between our
adaptive approach and u-track in a fair manner, the u-track SR+
augment the algorithm with an online estimator for the
covariance matrix of the prediction error that exploits the
forward-backward initialization process of u-track to initialize
the covariance matrix at the beginning of each track. One can
note that this addition alone has little impact. We also
implemented the same online estimation on the IMM method
and PMMS approach (named respectively IMM and PMMS
SR+) considering the prediction error of the most probable
mode at each time point without taking advantage of the
recursive aspect or handling regime transitions. The
performance of both approaches are similar, measuring an
estimation error that is twice the error measured with the
complete PMMS approach and three times less than the original
u-track platform. This shows that our approach, which
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Fig 7. Correct linking and false positive percentage function of the transition speed,
density is set to 3 spots/
.

Fig. 8. Correct linking and false positive percentage with respect to speed
switching probability.

explicitly accounts for transitions between motion regimes,
improves the covariance computation and with it the definition
of gating parameters.
Transition speed
Another interesting parameter in addition to density and
heterogeneity is the speed involved in the transition between
two motion types. To test for the robustness of our tracker with
respect to that parameter we tuned the speed of motor mediated
displacement from 0.025
/
to 0,425
/ (1.5 to 8.5
pixel/frame) that occur after a long period of confined
displacement (Figure 7). Also with respect to this aspect, the
PMMS significantly outperforms u-track and the IMM
algorithm.
C.

D. Speed variation
We also tested the PMMS in the case of stationary directed
motion with significant variation in particle speed. In this
scenario, there is no switching between Brownian and directed
displacement. This mimics, for instance, a scenario where
intracellular clutter locally congests vesicle transport with the
result that particle motion even within one regime is not
constant. In order to test this scenario, we simulated trajectories
presenting strictly directed motion but varying speed
magnitude. We modeled dynamical instability by tuning the
probability of having a speed change at a given time point. At
each speed change, the new velocity is drawn from a uniform
distribution taking values between 0.05 and 0.5
/ (1 to 10
. In those
pixels/frame) and the density is set to 3 spots/
sequences our method outperforms u-track by 10% (Figure 8),
showing its versatility.
E. Multiple particle tracking challenge data
A common limitation in the comparison of algorithms is that
the test data sets are often designed to highlight the innovation
a particular method over the others. To standardize performance
analysis in the field of MPT a challenge was set up in 2012 [28].
Among the four test scenarios, three are adequate benchmarks
for our contribution: the ‘receptor scenario’ characterized by
heterogeneous motion switching between Brownian and
directed motion, the ‘vesicle scenario’ characterized by free

Fig. 9 Average performances measured on the Vesicle dataset (Brownian
diffusion), Microtubule dataset (directed displacement) and Receptor scenario
(heterogeneous displacement) datasets provided in the MPT challenge (see text
for definition of metrics).

diffusion and the ‘microtubule scenario’ simulated with
directed displacement and comet-shaped particles. Each
scenario is simulated with varying particle density: 100, 500
and 1000 particles. To compare the performances of our
contribution on motion modeling and estimation, we evaluate
the PMMS on the simulated SNR 4 and 7 that are challenged
by dynamical complexity in a dense environment rather than
detection sensitivity. Let us note that, in the scenario ‘receptor’
and ‘microtubule’, the speed is simulated as stationary and
equal for all trajectories making transition between motion
regimes less challenging than in the simulations described
previously.
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Tracking performances were assessed based on the following
metrics: is the overall distance between the estimated set of
trajectories and the ground truth without considering false
positives (1 is perfect match), the Jaccard Similarity Coefficient
(JSC) is the detection rate in the estimated track set (1 is all
particle belong to a track without false positive), is the overall
track distance balanced by the number of spurious tracks ( =
when there is no spurious tracks), and the Jaccard Similarity
Coefficient applied to tracks (JSCt) is the rate of correct tracks,
with a tracks being considered valid if a majority of points
correspond to a true track (1 is a perfect match). Fourteen teams
have taken part in the challenge. After algorithm
parameterization with the training data sets, each method was
tested on the final challenge dataset. While no single method
stood out clearly, the organizers concluded that multi-frame
techniques such as MHT and motion modeling such as IMMbased techniques are more likely to perform better.
We use the detector described in our previous work in [54].
For each pixel, the local background and amplitude of a
Gaussian function with fixed position and scale is estimated. A
threshold of significance is then computed from the fitting
residuals. Each significant pixel that co-localizes with a local
maximum in the Laplacian-of-Gaussian filtered original image
subsequently is fitted with a Gaussian particle intensity model
to define the centroid position of a particle. In the case of the
microtubule scenario, an additional step estimates the comet
orientation using an anisotropic Gaussian fitting. The comet
intensity is integrated along the major half-axis of the
ellipsoidal support. The local maximum of the resulting
intensity profile is selected as the comet position along the
comet axis. In order to match the original conditions of the
challenge, we tuned the control parameters of our algorithm on
the training data before a blind execution on the final challenge
data. Figure 9 shows the evaluation of the average performance
on both scenarios on the four tracking-related metric as a
function of the particle density.
Although our implementation of PMMS does not employ
multi-frame optimization for particle assignment, it exhibited
the best performance on average in this challenge dataset at the
highest and medium density for both tested SNR and among the
top 4 for the sparsest case. This underscores the advantages of
the approach in crowded particle fields even with relatively
homogeneous motion behavior. The same set of parameters
were used for each scenario, SNR and density conditions,
showing the self-adaptation of the proposed PMMS. The
microtubule scenario did not employ the Brownian Kalman
filter.
Table 1 compares the PMMS performances (Orange and
yellow background highlight best and second best score) to the
methods that reached the top 2 in at least one of the performance
metrics in at least one of simulations in the challenge. As
expected, the PMMS performs particularly well on the ‘receptor
scenario’, it ranks first or second in medium and high density
on all metrics except in the JSCt measure of the case SNR 4 at
medium density where it is a close third. Our approach is also
very competitive in the ‘vesicle scenario’, ranking in first,
second or third position in the highest density. In the low
density benchmark, the methods 3, 4, 5 and 7 outperform our
implementation in separate scenarios. Methods 3, 4 and 7 use a
multi-frame optimization framework that is inherently more
robust against detection false negatives [30] while method 5
refines trajectories by fusing the Kalman filtering prediction

and detection to refine localization. Method 3 is absent from
Table 1a because of the lack of microtubule results submitted
to the challenge. With respect to the ’vesicle’ and ‘receptor’
scenarios, our method performs better than Method 3 on
average in the highest density (data not shown). Of note, the
PMMS motion model and estimation framework is
complementary to these approaches in that it augments the cost
function for track assignment. It is thus very likely that
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TABLE. 1
OVERVIEW OF OUR PERFORMANCE IN THE MPT CHALLENGE.

Orange and yellow background highlight best and second best score.

combining methods would afford even better performances
across the spectrum of densities.
V. RESULTS ON EXPERIMENTAL DATA

the robustness of the PMMS against frame rate reduction,
which can be an important asset for the tracking of weakly
labeled fluorescent targets and for the reduction of phototoxicity in general.

Our algorithm is primarily designed to track heterogeneous
motion behaviors of intra-cellular objects that cannot be
recovered by state-of-the-art algorithms. In this section we
present quantifications of the motion of vimentin particles and
viruses that undergo jerky movements because of their
continuous association and dissociation with different classes
of molecular motors. Using a virus image data set, we also show

A. Vimentin is bound to microtubules
Based on perturbation experiments and end point readouts of
the changes in vimentin filament architecture, current models
in the literature hypothesize that vimentin particles are
transported along the actin and microtubule networks [55].
Visual inspection of live cell movies, however, challenge this
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view. The vast majority of vimentin particles seems to undergo
tethered Brownian motion without a significant directed
component. Very occasionally, it is possible to find an episode
of extremely fast motion of an individual particle. Such
episodes are observable both in control cells and in cells treated
with the drug nocodazole, which induces microtubule
disassembly. To test whether microtubule-mediated transport
indeed plays a role in vimentin particle transport, it is thus
necessary to test differences in the frequency of occurrence of
these rare events. Under the current null hypothesis control cells
should exhibit significantly more fast motion episodes than
cells treated with nocodazole. Live cell fluorescence imaging of
GFP-labelled vimentin particles in SW13 cells has been carried
out with a spinning disk confocal microscope using a 100x
Hz. Eight cells were treated with
nocodazole (10
), while 12 cells were used as control. Each
cell was imaged for two minutes before photobleaching
prevented further observation. An average of twenty thousand
trajectories per cell was measured in acquisitions presenting up
to a hundred thousand displacements in total and of an average
of a thousand vimentin particles per frame. We define the
threshold for fast motion as the 99.9th percentile of the speed
measu
the PMMS allows to quantify a small difference between fast
motions in control and treated cells in accordance with
preliminary studies performed manually [23] and with better
statistical significance than the u-track method.
B. Robustness against acquisition speed reduction
Particle tracker robustness against low frame-rate is a key
aspect in biological imaging as it allows for a reduction of
excitation light. We tested this aspect on a published data set of
intracellular virus motion [56][57]. In these publications, virus
particles were tracked by the method described in [24] using
multiple fluorescent labels per virus that allowed an acquisition
frequency of 30 Hz. Given the relatively sparse density, motion
estimation is not challenging in the original data. Hence, we
obtained a ground truth that was amenable to artificial temporal
subsampling for the purpose of testing the robustness of the new
tracker. Figure 11 illustrates that u-track break point is around
a thirty-fold sample decimation while the PMMS estimates the
same set of trajectories up to a fifty-fold decimation. To avoid
bias toward our new approach, the ground truth was generated
using the original u-track platform. Measuring the number of
correct tracks versus sample decimation factor, Figure 12 shows
that the PMMS performance reduces linearly while the
performances of the u-track and IMM method drop
quadratically with a reduction of the frame rate. In accordance
with our results on simulated data, the performance of the IMM
motion modelling approach is roughly half way between the utrack and the PMMS approach. Finally, we performed the same
numerical experiment using the method published in [7] and
implemented in the ICY platform [58]. The method implements
a multi-frame MHT algorithm allowing for short gap closing
that also models object detectability to increase robustness in
lower SNR scenario. In order to account for implementation
and parameterization differences, the decrease in performance
is measured relative to the ground truth generated with the
MHT method itself. For fairness, we use the same set of
detections for the four methods compared. The best performing

Fig. 10 Vimentin particle movements tracked by the PMMS algorithm. A)
Control cell; occasional fast movements are highlighted with green arrows
(scale bar is 1
). B) Cell after nocodazole treatment; nearly all fast
movements are eliminated. C) A threshold for defining large movements is
estimated using the 99.9 percentile of the estimated speed distribution. A t-test
on 8 cells for each conditions gives a p-value of 0.0088 suggesting that
nocodazole treatment effectively hinders fast movements.

Fig. 11 Virus tracking inside the cell. Frame-rate is artificially reduced to test
tracker robustness. A) Tracking results using the u-track method. B) Tracking
results using the PMMS algorithm (scale bar is 1
. Longer tracks are due
to lower frame rate and drag tails plotting but represent real tracks).

Fig. 12 Percentage of correct link measured by the original u-track compared to
IMM, a multi-frame MHT approach (Chenouard et al 2013) and our method
with respect to frame-rate decimation factor.

set of parameters for the MHT approach is found when
disabling adaptive search radius, enabling multiple motion
modeling, and using an expected search radius of 6 pixels, a
temporal window of 4, an expected track length of 250 frames
and a single expected new appearance per frame. We found that
the MHT approach performance decreases linearly and at a
higher rate than our implementation of the IMM and the PMMS
motion models. Provided that the IMM we implemented is
similar to the one described in [7], those results could be
explained by differences in other strategies such as the use of
the recursive tracking for Kalman filter variable initialization.
This data also suggest that the use of multiple frame may not be
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advantageous in a scenario of limited frame rate and growing
unpredictability in motion types.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have carried out an in-depth review of the
multiple motion model estimators described in the literature for
the purpose of handling heterogeneous transport in living cells.
Based on this analysis, we propose a piecewise-stationary
motion model and a new estimator that exploits multiple
tracking rounds within an iterative multiple model smoother
(PMMS). Our approach allows the estimation of unpredictable
switches in the displacement of particles that a propagating
filter cannot forecast with linear time complexity. We also
proposed a new adaptive search radius to improve gating of
possible assignments and better detect terminations in a
cluttered environment. The PMMS algorithm has been tested
on simulations and is shown to outperform multiple model
estimators in heterogeneous conditions. Simulations also show
that our method outperforms those methods in scenarios with
one motion regime but varying velocity. In an unbiased
evaluation on the dataset challenged by dynamical complexity
in a dense environment published in [28], our results on high
SNR data demonstrate that the PMMS is very competitive,
especially in the highest density where it provides the best
results on average on the Brownian (Vesicle scenario), directed
(microtubule scenario) and heterogeneous (receptor scenario)
displacements. On experimental sequences, we show that our
method identifies very small but meaningful differences in the
heterogeneous dynamics of particles. We also show how the
enhanced motion modeling of the PMMS confers robustness
against variation in acquisition frame-rate on images capturing
heterogeneous virus particle movements. Together these results
indicate that the PMMS is a potent solution to the problem of
heterogeneous motion tracking of crowded particle fields,
which has been a notorious obstacle to high-fidelity analysis of
object dynamics, especially in bioimaging applications.
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